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The following is a broadcast given in the Home News

programme at 1 p.m. on the Cetniks prepared by Allan

Gulliland.

THE CETNIKS

The best way to start telling you about the Cetniks is to tell you about

Cede Milic, the man who became their leader in Bosnia and Herzegovina, some weeks

ago. He embodies their characteristics - moral integrity, modesty, and unending
devotion to race. He ’s an elderly nan with grey hair-and-moustache and sparkling

eyes.

Then I met him in 1938 he explained to me, with a kind of shy pride, the

birthday present which the Sokols - the cultural gymnastic groups of Herzegovina -

wore to give to their young King Peter on his coming-of-age. It was a royal present
indeed - a five-year-plan for raising the standard of living of the peasants. Wells

were to be dug, orchards planted, cattle to be raised, halls to be built for

education and gymnastics, and all done by voluntary labour.

This plan would have been completed on the 6th of September, 1941.

The Cetniks are not mere outraged peasants who have taken to the mountains.

They are intelligent and organised, and they know very well what they’re doing.
Serbian patriots founded the movement in 1903, and ever since those days the best

of the Serbian and Montenegrin people have joined it; and numerous Croats and

Slovenes as well. Officers, teachers, diplomats, students, merchants and peasants
of all religions - Serbian orthodox, Catholic and Muslim - all leave their peaceful

occupations and become Cetniks when danger faces them.

The discipline is extremely strict, For example, not a drop of alcohol may be

touched during campaigns; no Cetnik may address himself to a woman in the district

where he is fighting; all food and supplies must be paid for.

These rules are obeyed. For one reason, each man swears by his honour to

keep them when he joins; for another, punishments for breaking them are harsh. If

a man is dismissed for ill-doing, he is an outcast for his whole life.

Offences are extremely rare. Youngsters and men share their rigorous hardships

loyally. Inspired by countless examples of Cetnik heroism in the past, they fight

without regard for their lives.

Here is one example. A Cetnik group was surrounded by large enemy forces.

After firing their last cartridge in a seven-hour fight, they set fire to their

house, climbed to the roof to throw the last bomb, broke their rifles, and then

jumped into the fire shouting defiance. They burned rather than leave even their

corpses to the triumph of the enemy.

The women are not less bravo. Once the enemy believed that a certain man had

been killed, but they weren’t sure, so they called his mother to view the corpses.

They hoped that she would give herself away when she saw her only son dead. The

mother, however, knew that if she made the slightest sign of recognition the

enraged enemy would destroy all the Serbian villages in the district. Instead of

giving way to her feelings, which urged her to kiss her beloved son for the last

time, she stonily answered, "My son is not among these heroes. I was not lucky

enough to give birth to such a hero as one of these."

These are the Cetniks, the people who harry the Germans and Italians so

fiercely that whole districts are under their control. Each band is led by a local

leader: above them is Cedo Milic. He knows every peasant in Herzegovina by his

Christian name. Moving from place to place among the mountains which he knows so

well, he pursues the invader without rest and without mercy.
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